MEDIA INFORMATION

ABOUT US

- Founded in 2017
- Founders: James Clarke, Craig Parry, Greg Leach
- Headquarters in Vancouver, Canada
- 15+ employees and 6 advisors
- CEO: Greg Leach
- Specialises in business-facing blockchain-enabled applications
- Currently applied to the mining sector, with potential for others

WHO WE ARE

Blockhead Technologies creates software solutions designed to empower smart decision-making in mining. Blockhead specialises in tracking mining supply chains, optimising the power of mining data and ensuring efficiency in mining processes.

Traceability and transparency are a necessity in the mining sector. With blockchain, data is traceable, transparent and immutable.

Blockhead Technologies believes in creating a traceable, honest future. That's why we created STAMP™.

OUR SOLUTION

Blockhead’s solutions are blockchain-enabled. Our product, STAMP™, was created in response to a need for traceability in mining supply chains. However, we’ve since expanded our platform to include STAMP Fuel™, STAMP Stream™ and STAMP Supply™.

STAMP™ easily integrates with existing solutions and does not require you to upturn your current processes.

Blockhead prioritises trust, visibility and traceability in mining data. Our vision is for a world where every supply chain is transparent, sustainable and ethical.

Blockhead Technologies is the leading technology company to bring blockchain technology into mining. We are a global company, with headquarters in both Vancouver, Canada and Perth, Australia. Blockhead ultimately aims to bring transparency into mining.
VIDEOS

STAMP – Intelligent Supply Chain Platform

PRESS RELEASES HERE.

For more information, head over to blockheadtechnologies.com or contact marketing@bht.io.